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Integral transformations involving Gegenbauer functions

by

C.A.M. van Berkel and S.J .L. van Eijndhoven

Summary
In this paper, transformations are studied which are compositions of fractional differ
entiation and fractional integration operators. These transformations as well as their
inverses are described as integral transformations with a Gegenbauer function in their
kernel. As such the paper extends and unifies a lot of classical results on integral equa
tions of Mellin convolution type. At the basis of considerations are a Rodriques type
formula for Gegenbauer functions and some new intertwining relations for fractional
differentiation/integration operators.

A.M.S. Classifications: 46 F 12, 46 F 10, 46 F 05
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Introduction
There is a vast amount of literature on Mellin type convolution equations where the con
volutor is the product of an algebraic function and a Gegenbauer polynomial or, more
generally, a modified Legendre function, d. Buschman, [Bu3], Erdelyi, [Er2], Sneddon,
[Sn], Higgins, [Hi], and Deans, [Del-2]. These convolution equations correspond to
integral transformations which are products of operators of fractional differentiation
and fractional integration. Thus existence and unicity of the solution can be derived.
But, of course, one wants to present the solution in a manageable form, e.g. in the
form of an integral expression. In the aforementioned papers one has derived these
expressions merely by using properties of special functions, properties of the Mellin
transformation and tedious and lengthy calculations. In this paper we develop a more
concise approach based on relations for fractional integration and differentiation oper
ators and a Rodrigues type formula for the Gegenbauer functions. Thus we cover most
of the known results and obtain considerable extensions.
We introduce four types of integral transformations in which the kernel is associated
with a Gegenbauer function. They arise as products of the fractional operators (d/ dx)1-&
and (x- 1d/dx)>.., J-l,..\ E 1R , which become meaningful through the Riemann-Liouville
fractional calculus or the Weyl fractional calculus. A central result in this paper is an
intertwining relat.ion for the just mentioned fractional operators, which in the integer
case reads

(!!...) 2n+1 = (~!!...) n X 2n+1 (~!!...) n+1

dx x dx x dx

The plan of the paper is as follows.
In the first two sections we gather some relevant material on fractional calculus of Weyl
type and on fractional calculus of Riemann-Liouville type. To avoid technical compli
cations we introduce the spaces S--. and S+- which consist of COO-functions on (0,00).
All statements are in terms of these spaces but it should be rather easy to extend the
results to larger function spaces which contain either S--. or S+-o
Section 3 is devoted to the derivation of a Rodrigues type formula for Gegenbauer
functions, which extends the usual Rodrigues formula for the Gegenbauer polynomi
als. In Sections 4 and 5 we introduce the so called Gegenbauer transformations and in
Section 6 we present formulas for their inverses. Here we like to mention already that
the inverse of a Gegenbauer transformation is also a Gegenbauer transformation. In
Section 7 we compare our results with similar results from literature.

Our discussion starts with the space £(0,00) consisting of all infinitely differentiable
functions on the open interval (0,00). In £(0,00) we introduce the multiplication
operators Ma. , a E 1R, and the composition operators Tp , p E 1R\{0} , by

x > 0, f E £(0,00) .
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Observe that the operators Ma , a E lR, and Tp , p E lR\{O} ,establish one-parameter
groups on £(0,00) ,

p, q E lR\{O} .

For D the differentiation operator, Df - f' , we have

and so Dn Tpcan be written as a linear combination of the operators Mjp- n TpDj, J =
1, ... , n. Besides

1. Weyl fractional calculus

An appropriate space for establishing fractional calculus of Weyl type is the space
S-. defined as follows.

Definition 1.1 The space S-. consists of all f E £(0,00) with the property

sup I xkf(l)(x) 1< 00 for all k,l E!No .
z>1

Observe that the condition in the above definition can be replaced by

sup I xkf(l)(x) 1< 00 for all f> 0 and k,tE!No .
z>~

It thus follows that S-. is an inductive limit of Frechet spaces,

S - U S~-. - ~>o -.

where the Frechet space S~ consists of all infinitely differentiable functions on (f, (0)
for which condition (*) is statisfied. Although it can be interesting to examine the
topological structure of S-., in this paper we do not go into topological considerations.
Along with the operators Ma , a E lR, Tp , p > 0, and D which map S-. onto S-. ,
we introduce the Weyl fractional integration operator WIl of order J-L on S-. .

Defnition 1.2 For J-L > 0 the opemtor W Il on S-. is defined by

00

(WIlJ) (x) - rtJ-L) [(t - x)Il-1f(t)dt

3
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It readily follows that W", maps S_ into S_ with

Applying n times integration by parts we obtain

Thus the one-parameter semigroup (W",)",>o extends to a one-parameter group on S_
setting Wo = I , the identity, and

W_", = Wa (-D)" with Il = n - Q', n E INo and Q' ~ 0 .

Further we introduce the one-parameter groups on S_,

The notation will not lead to any confusion because instead of (l¥",)P we shall always
write Wp", • By straightforward computation

So the group (W&)",eB yields a fractional calculus on S_ for the differential operator
_x1- p d/dx .
Next we establish some relations for the operators W&, Il E 1R, p > 0 . We start
with the first index law, d. Love, [Lo].

Theorem 1.3 For Il, v E 1R ,

Proof. For Il =0 or v =0 the assertion is trivial. Let Il > 0, v > O. Then for f E S_

Using the Euler type integral (d. Gradshteyn & Ryzhik, [GR, formula 3.199])
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bI (x - a)ll-l(b - Xy--l(X - ct(~+v)dx =
Cl

= (b - a)~+v-l(b - c)-~(a - ctv r(JL)r(v)jr(JL +v)

where c < a < b, the assertion follows for positive JL and v . By rewriting the equality
we obtain for JL, v > 0

M_(~+v)WvM~ - W_~M_vW~+v ,

MvW~M_(~+v) - W~+vM_~W_v ,

and by inversion

M~W_(~+v)Mv W_vM~+vW_~ ,

M_~W_vM~+v - W_(~+v)MvW~ ,

M~+vW_~M-v - WvM~W_(~+v) .

Thus all possible cases are covered.

Remark: The relation

(d~)m xn+m (:Xr = x" (d:rm

xm , m, n E lNo ,

o

d d
can be proved by induction using the commutation property dx x - x dx - I .

Indeed, for all n E lNo ,

Corollary 1.4 For all JL, v E JR and p > 0 ,

Next we prove a generalization of Leibnitz's formula.

Lemma 1.5 For all JL E JR ,
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Proof. For J.l > 0 , the relation follows from the integral expression for WI-" For
J.l=n-a, nEIN, a~O,

o

Finally, we present a formula which in its heuristic form is given by

Inversion formulas for Gegenbauer transformations derived in this paper are based on
this relation. The main ingredient in the proof is an integral formula for algebraic
functions.

Theorem 1.6 For each J.l E lR ,

Proof. First we take J.l > - ~ . Since Wi

Let f E S_ and x > 0 . Then we have

WI M I we have to prove that

2-21-' 00 00

J r-(21-'+l)(r2 - x2)l-'r(J(t 2 - r2)1-' f(t)tdt)dr-
[r(J.l +1)]2

II: ,.
2-21-' 00 t

J
J (r2 x2)1-' (t2 r2)1-'

-
[r(J.l + 1)]2

tf(t){ - 1 - rdr}dt
(r 2)1-'+2

II: II:

Substituting ~ = (r2 - X2)/(t2- x2) the inner integral equals
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1

Ht2 - X2)~+~! ~~(1 - ~t(~ +X2/(t2 - X2))-~-tde =
o

=22~[f(Jl + 1]2 (t _ X)2~+l .
f(2Jl +2)

according to formula 2.2.6 (15) in Prudnikov et.al. [Pr, p. 302]. Substituting the right
hand side we obtain the desired relation for Jl > -~ . Next suppose Jl < -~ . Then
-(Jl +1) > -~ and so

Taking the inverse on both sides yields

For Jl = - ~, the assertion is a trivial identity.

We finish this section introducing some subspaces of S .....

Definition 1.7 For b > 0 the space S .....b is defined as

S .....b = {f E £(0,00): f(x) = 0 for all x> b}

o

So S .....b is a proper subspace of S..... . The following statements can be easily verified.

Theorem 1.8 For each b > 0 and for each 0:, Jl E JR and p > 0 ,

1. Ma maps S.....b bijectively onto S-.b ,

11. Tp maps S-.b bijectively onto S-.b1/p ,

iii. W~ maps S.....b bijectively onto S.....b •

We observe that for each Jl, p > 0 and each f E S-+b ,

,O<x<b.
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2. Riemann-Liouville fractional calculus

On £13(0,00), the space of all functions in £(0,00) which are bounded on (0,1), we
define the Riemann-Liouville fractional integration operator 11.1.' J1, > 0, by

1 fll:
(Ip.J)(x) = r(J1,) 0 (x - t)l.l.-1 f(t)dt, x > °.

The operators 11.1.' J1, > 0, map £13(0,00) into £13(0,00) and satisfy the semigroup prop
erty

11.1.111 = 11.1.+11 , J1" V > °.
The semigroup (Ip.)p.>o cannot be extended to a group on £13(0,00) since for f E
£13(0,00) and J1, > 0 we have (Ip.J)(x) -+ ° (x 10).
Now for f E £13(0,00) with T- 1f E S-. we have

which can be checked by a straightforward computation. We define the space S..- :=

T_ 1(S-.). The proof of the following characterization of S..- is left to the reader.

Proposition 2.2 A function of f E £(0,00) belongs to S..- if and only if

limf{1c)(x) = ° for all k E INo .
lI:!O

So S..- is a subspace of £13(0, 00) and by (2.1) the semigroup (11.1.)1.1.>0 extends to a group
on S..- with L 1 = D:

Here the first index law has been used.
The group (Ip.)p.EEl. yields the Riemann-Liouville fractional calculus for the differentia
tion operator D on S..-, At this point we observe that 11.1. does not equal Wp. on S..-nS-..

Correspondingly, for each p > °the group (1~)p.EEl. is defined by
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p > 0, J.L E lR .

From (2.1) we obtian

Due to the relations (2.1) and (2.3) between the fractional operators I~ and W~ similar
results for the group (I:)jJER can be proved as for the group (W~)jJER .

Theorem 2.4 For all /-l, v E 1R and p > 0,

Proof. We have

and so application of Corollary 1.4 yields the result.

Lemma 2.5 For all J.L E lR,

Theorem 2.6 For all J.L E lR,

Proof. Using relation (2.3) and Theorem 1.6 we obtain

Since T_1M.., = M_..,T_ ll / E lR, this expression equals

which is just the statement of the theorem by (2.3).

Finally we introduce some subspaces of S.......

Definition 2.7 For a > 0 the space Sa ...... is defined as

Sa ...... = {f E £(0,00): f(x) = 0 for all 0 < x < a}.

9
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We observe that Sa..... = T_1(S_1/a)' The multiplication operators Mp and the Riemann
Liouville operators I~ map Sa ..... bijectively onto itselfs.
For J.l, p > 0 and f E S.....a we have

x> a.

3. A Rodrigues type formula for Gegenbauer functions

In Sections 4 and 5 we discuss four types of operator products, namely

These operator products are related to Mellin convolutor operators where the convo
lutor is the product of an algebraic function and a Gegenbauer function. To prove this
we establish a formula for the Gegenbauer functions which is a fractional extension of
the Rodrigues formula for the Gegenbauer polynomials.

For v, J.l E 1R the Legendre functions Pt and IP: are defined as follows, d. [Er,
formulas 3.2 (3) and 3.4 (6)]'

1 (X + 1) 11-/
2

P~(x) = r(1- J.l) x-I 2Fl(-V,V+ Ij 1- J.lj (1- x)j2) , x> 1 ,

and

From [Er3, formulas 13.1 (52) and 13.1 (54)] we deduce the following integral relations

III

(3.1.1) rtp.) [ (x - 0"-1 (e -Wl1 p;(e) de = (x' -Wl<l-.) P;-"(x) , x > 1 ,

and

1

(3.1.2) rtJ.l) ! (e - X)II--l (1 - e)-t-x IP;(O de = (1 - x2 )-H-X-II-) IP;-II-(x) , 0 < X< 1 .
III
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In both formulas J-l > 0 and >. < 1 have to be taken.
Now for 11, >. E JR we define the Gegenbauer functions C; on (1,00) and g; on (0,1) as
follows

and

d. [MOS, p. 200]. For n = 0,1,2, ... and>. > -l, C~ and g~ are polynomials of
degree n, in particular

and

Here C~ denotes the Gegenbauer polynomial of order>' and degree n normalized by

C>'(1)=r(2>.+n) f [ ]
n n! f(2).) , c. MOS, p. 218 ,

and Tn denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n normalized by

Tn (l) = 1, d. [MOS, p. 256] .

For this paper it may be interesting to know that

1· 1 C>. 2 T.1m \" n = - n,>'_0 1\ n d. [MOS, p. 222] .

We have taken different normalizations as the ones used in standard books on special
functions because they will eventually lead to more elegant formulas. Further we note
that

g~/2 = C~/2 = Pn n = 0,1,2 ...

11



where Pn is the n-th Legendre polynomial.

The relations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) can be reformulated in terms of Gegenbauer func
tions

II:

(3.2.1) n1
1l) ! (x - 0.-1 (e -1»-~ C~(~)~ = (x' -1)"+>-~ C~:!::(x)

and

1

(3.2.2) rtJi) [ (e - xt-1 (1- e)>.-! g;(e) de = (1 - x2t+>'-~ g;~:(x) .

Here we have to take Ji > 0 and -\ > -i.

To show that these integral relations generalize the Rodrigues formula for Gegenbauer
polynomials we consider some special values of the parameters v, Ji and -\. As observed
we have C;(x) =(2)'-~ f(-\ + ~)tl for all -\ E lR, whence for v = n = Ji we obtain

Differentiating n times on both sides we see that

>'( 1 2 1 >.C x = x-I 2"-
n ) 2).+n-! f( -\ + n + i) ( )

Similarly we obtain

Since C~(x) = 7r! 2!->' ~!2~T~) g~(x), (*) leads to the Rodrigues formula

C>'( ) _ (_I)n r(-\ + i) r(n + 2-\) ( 2)1_>. ( d)n ( 2)>.+n-1
X - I-x 2 - I-x 2

n 2n n! f(2-\) f(n + -\ + l) dx

as stated in [MOS, p. 221].
Furthermore, we can write relation (3.2.1) as

II:

(x' -1»-~ C~(x) = rtp.) ! (x - ~r1 <e -1»-.-~ C~+:W~

12



where). > J-L - ~ and J-L > O.
So with J-L = n, n times differentiation yields for). > n - ~'

Similarly for the Q: we find for). > n - ~

With the above relations, i.e. the Rodrigues type formulas for Gegenbauer functions,
at hand we are fully prepared to discuss the four operator products mentioned in the
beginning of this section.

4. Weyl-Gegenbauer transformations

Let J-L > 0, ). > O. Then for f E S.... and x > 0,

(WI' wf f) (x)

where in the last step we use formula 3.2.2 with v = 0 and ). replaced by ). - ~. We
recall that

Next we shall prove that this formula is also valid for all )., J-L E lR with), > 0 and
).rJ-L > O. Indeed, if we take J-L = -n +a with n E INo and a > 0, then we obtain with
the aid of (4.1) and (3.3.2), for all f E S.... and x > 0

13



(W~wf J) (x) = ((-D)nWawf J) (X) =

We arrive at the following conclusion.

Lemma 4.1 Let A, f-t E lR and let 1, m E INo such that A+1> 0 and A+ f-t + m +1> O.
Then for f E S_ and x> 0,

(W~ wi J) (x) = (W-m (W~l wiJ W~, J) (x)

where Al = 1+A and f-tl = m + f-t.

Now we arrive at the definition of the first type of Gegenbauer transformations.

o

Definition 4.2 For each A, v E lR we define the Weyl-Gegenbauer transformation

Wgv,~ by

Then according to the previous lemma we have

Theorem 4.3 Let v E lR and let A E lR with A > max {-~, -v - l}. Then for
all f E S_ and x > 0

o

We observe that Wgll,~ maps S_ bijectivelyonto S_.

Next we consider the product Wf Ww
First we let f-t > 1 and A> -1. Then for f E S..... and x > 0,

14



Next we consider >., J.t E 1R with>. > -1 and>. + J.t > O. Then J.t = a - n with a > 1
and n = 1,2, ... and for f E S ....

00

= (-It xl - a f f(n)(7J) (7J2 - x2)>.+a-l C;~:-t (;) d7J .
z

Integrating by parts n times, where we use formula (3.3.1), the latter expression equals

00

Xl-II f f(7J) (7J2 - X 2 )>'+II-l C;~:-t (;) d7J .
z

So corresponding to Lemma 4.2 we have

Lemma 4.4 Let A, J.t E 1R and let 1, mE INo such that A+l > -1 and A+J.t+m+l > O.
Then for all f E S.... and x > 0,

= (-1 )m+1 (; :x) I x'-.' I j<m)(q) (q' _ x')" +.,-, C:.'.~~'-l (;) dq .
z

where Al = A+ 1 and J.tl = J.t + m. o

In addition to Definition 4.2 we introduce the second type of Weyl-Gegenbauer trans
formations.

Definition 4.5 For each A, v E 1R we define the Weyl-Gegenbauer transformation
WCII,>' by
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Then Lemma 4.4 yields.

Theorem 4.6 Let v E 1R and let A > max {-~, -~ - v}. Then for all 1 E S~

and x> 0,

co

(WCII.~ f) (x) = x f (7]2 - X2)~-t C: (;) 1(7]) d7] .
z

o

Remark. The operators M p , Wf and W", map S~b bijectively onto itself. So both
Wglll~ and WCII.~ map S~b bijectively onto S~b and for A> max {-~, -~ - v} in the
integral expressions for Wgll.~ and WCII.~ the upper bound 00 can be replaced by b
whenever 1 E S~b and 0 < x < b.

5. Riemann-Liouville Gegenbauer transformations

For the operator products I~ I", and I", I~ we present similar expressions as for the
operator products Wf W", and W", Wf. Derivations are omitted because they go along
the same techniques as the derivations in the preceding section.

Lemma 5.1 Let A,J-l E 1R and let I,m E INo such that A+l > 0 and A+J-l+m+A > O.
Then for all f E S~ and x > 0

where Al = 1+A and J-ll = m + J-l. o

Accordingly we introduce the first type of Riemann-Liouville-Gegenbauer transforma
tions.

Definition 5.2 For each A, v E 1R we define the Riemann-Liouville-Gegenbauer trans
formation ICII.~ by

16



So by Lemma 5.1,

Theorem 5.3 Let v E 1R and let>. > max {-~, -v - n. Then for all f E S.
and x> 0

Similarly to Lemma 4.4 we have for the product I~ Iw

Lemma 5.4 Let >., P E 1R and let 1, mE INo such that >'+1 > -1 and >.+ p+l +m > O.
Then for all f E S.- and x > 0

where >'1 = 1+ >. and PI = m +p. o

Thus we come to the definition of the second type of Riemann-Liouville-Gegenbauer
transformations.

Definition 5.5 For each >., v E 1R we define the Riemann-Liouville-Gegenbauer trans
formation IQv,>. by

Theorem 5.6 Let v E 1R and let>. > max {-l, -l- v}. Then for all f E S.- and
x> 0,

z

(IQv.>.1) (x) =x / (X2 _7]2)>.-i Q: (~) f(7])d7].
o

o

Remark. The operators Mp , I~ and I~ map Sa.- bijectively onto Sa.- and so ICv .>'
and IQv.>' are bijections on Sa.-' For v E 1R and>. > max {-!, -l- v} in the integral
expressions for (ICv.>. 1) (x) and (Ivv,>. 1) (x) the lower bound 0 can be replaced by a
whenever f E Sa.- and x > a.

17



6. Relations between Gegenbauer transformations

The inverses of the operator products W~ W~, W~ W~, I~ Ii and I~ I~ are given by

(6.1) (W.. W~)-1 _ W 2 W
r- A ->. -~,

I:>. L~ ,

By Lemmas (4.1), (4.4), (5.1) and (5.4) expressions as integral/differential operators
can be deduced.
Here we present two different expressions based on the formulas stated in Theorems
(1.6) and (2.4). We recall that for all ,.\ E JR

From (6.2) the following relations can be derived straightforwardly

(6.3) w~w~

They yield the following inversion formulas.

Theorem 6.4 Let "\, J.l E JR. Then

( HI.. W~)-1 M ur2 W
VI r- A -2>'+1 VI >'-1 -2>'-~+1,

(W~ W.. )-1 W W 2 M
A r- -2>'-~-1 >'+1 -2>'-1,

(I.. I~)-1 M 12 I
r- A - -2>'+1 >'-1 -2>'-~+1 ,

(I~ 1.. )-1 I 12 M
A r- -2>.-~-1 >'+1 -2>'-1'

o

More general formulas for the inverses can be derived from the following simple kind
of factorization

18



where Al + A2 = A. It follows that

We summarize the results in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.5 Let A, It E JR with A = Al + A2. Then the following formulas are
valid

(1" 1~)-1 12 M 12 1
,.. A - -~2 1-2~1 ~1-1 -2~1-1l+1 ,

We want to apply the above stated relations to the Gegenbauer transformations intro
duced in Section 4 and 5.
First we observe that for all A, v, p E JR

Theorem 6.6 Let A, v E JR. Then

Proof. We only prove the first relation:

19



MW2 1 W=v -.).-V- 2 v

M1-(1-V) Wt-l-')')+(l-V)-~W1-(1-V) =

WC1- v.-1-.). .

By Theorem 6.4 we obtain

Theorem 6.7 Let >., II E JR. Then

Proof. Again we only prove the first relation

o

o

Combining the statements of Theorem 6.6 and 6.7 we get

Theorem 6.8 Let >., II E JR. Then

WQV•.). = WQ-v-2.).•.). ,

WC V .). = WC- v - 2.)..). ,. .
20



IQv>. = IQ-v-2>. >. ,. ,

ICv>. = IC-v- 2>' >. .. ,

Proof. From Theorem (6.6) and (6.7) it follows that

WQ1-v'.-1->.' = WQv'+2>"+1.-1->.'

for all At, v' E JR. Now take v = 1 - v' and A= -1 - At. o

With the above statements we are able to extend the Theorems (4.3), (4.6), (5.3)
and (5.6) considerably.

Theorem 6.9 Let A, v E JR with A> -~. Then for all f E S~ and x > 0

00

(WQv.>. f) (x) = f (t2- x2)>.-! Q: (7) f(t) t dt
z

and

00

(WCv,>.f) (x)=x f (t2_X2)>'-!C:(-~) f(t)tdt.
z

Similarly, for all f E S~ and x > 0

z

(ICv,>. f) (x) =f (x2 - t2)>'-~ C: (7) f(t) t dt
o

and

z

(IQv.>. f) (x) = x f (x2 - t2)>.-t Q: (~) f(t) dt .
o

Proof. From the definition of C~ and Q; it follows that

for all A, v E JR. By Theorem (4.3) for all A, v E JR with A > max {-~, -v - ~},

f E S-. and x > 0,
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00

(*) (WQII,>. J) (X) =f (t2 - X2)>'-~ Q: (~) f(t) t dt .
III

And so for all A' > max {-~, -v' -l}, >.', v' E lR, f E S_ and x > 0,

(WQ-II'-2>" ,>" J) (~) = (WQII' ,>" J) (x)

00

= f (t2_x2)>.'-! Q:,' (f) f(t)tdt
III

00

=f (t2 - x2)>.'-t Q~~'-2>" (~) f(t) t dt .
III

So (*) is valid for all A, v E lR with

1 1). > max {-- -v - -}
2' 2

or with

v = -v' - 2). and ). > max {-~ -v' - ~}
2' 2'

v' E lR .

It can be easily checked that this means that v E lR is arbitrary and), E lR has to be
greater than - ~. 0

Remark. The straight line). = -~ plays a special role in the ()., v)-plane. For
all v E lR we see that (WQII _! t 1 = WC1_

11
_!. Further for all v E lR and A > - 12

I 2 ' 2

Since -). - 1 < - ~, the inverse transformations of the transformations in the sets
{WQII,>. I A > -~} and {WQII,>. I A < -~} are in the sets {WCII,>. I A < -~} and
{WCII,>. I A > -~}, respectively. 0

For all A, v E lR with A= Al +A2 we have
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and so

We arrive at the following inverse formulas. On the basis of these formulas a number
of classical results can be explained.

Theorem 6.10 Let A, v E JR with A= At + A2. Then

o

Next we prove a relation between the transformations W9v,>. and I9v,>., and, WCv,>.
and ICv,>., respectively. With these relations new formulas for the inverses are derived.

Lemma 6.11 For all A, v E JR,

and

Proof. First, let A> -l and v E JR. Then by Theorem 6.9 for all f E S_ and x > 0

Now with y = ~ and 1] = t

- y-2>+1 j (y' - ('l'-! g; (~) f mC"-'~
o

(M_2>. I9v,>. M_2>.-2 T_ t 1) (y) .
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Similarly it can be proved that for '\, v E JR with ,\ > -~

Next let '\, v E JR with ,\ < -~. Then -,\ - 1 > -~ and

and, similarly, WCII.~ = T_1 M-2~ ICII,~ M-2~-2 T_1 •

Remains to prove the relation in case ,\ = -l.
As we have seen, d. (2.3)

Taking p = 1,2 in this relation it follows that we have proved that for all ,\ =!= -~ and
v E JR

and that we have to prove that for all v E JR

Now with ,\ = -3/2 in (*) and invoking the first index law twice, d. Theorem 1.3, we
get

and thus (**) has been proved. o

As a consequence of this lemma we obtain new formulas for the inverse transformations.

Theorem 6.12 Let '\, v E JR. Then
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(WQII,>.)-l = W-2>.-1 WCII,>. M_2>.-1 ,

(WCII,>.t
1 = M_ 2>.-1 WQII,>. W-2>'-1 ,

(ICII,>.)-l = L 2>.-1 IQII,>. M_2>'-1 ,

Proof. We only proof the first relation. By Lemma 6.11 and Theorem 6.7 we have

(WQII,>.)-l - T_1 M2>'+2 (IQII,>.t1 M2>. T_1 =

- T_1 M2>'+2 ICII+2>'+l,->.-1 M2>. T_1

- T_1 M2>.+2 (1-2>.-1 ICII,>. M_ 2>.-1) M2>. T_1

- W-2>'-1 (T_1 M_2>.ICII,>. M_2>'-2 T_1) M_2>.-1

where we used relation (2.1). o

Comparing Theorem 6.7 and Theorem 6.12 yields the following intertwining relations.

Corollary 6.13 Let A, v E JR. Then

o
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7. Some historical comments

The results of the preceding section can be applied to the following four types of
integral equations

b

(7.1.1) 91(X) = J(t2 - x 2)>.-! 0: (~) 11(t) t dt ,
:I:

b

(7.1.2) 92(X) = x J(t2 - x')>'-! C: (~) h(t) dt ,
:I:

:I:

(7.1.3) 93(X) = J(x2 - t2)>.-t C: (~) 13(t)tdt,
a

:I:

(7.1.4) 94(X) = x J(x2- t2)>.-! 0: (;) 14(t) dt .
a

Here we take), > -~, v, J1 E IR, a E {O} U IR+ and b E {oo} U IR+. If we restrict
to 91,92 E S....b and 93,94 E Sa+- where So+- = S+- and S....oo = S.... , then according to
Theorem 6.9 we can write

(7.2.1) 91 = WO II,>' 11 ,

(7.2.2) 92 = WCII,>' 12 ,

(7.2.3) 93 = rclI,>. 13 ,

(7.2.4) 94 = rOil,>. 14 .

So there are unique solutions It, h E S....b and 13,14 E Sa+- and the various formulae
for the inverse Gegenbauer transformations give rise to differintegral expressions for
the solutions 11, 12, 13 and 14'
We observe that the conditions 9Il 92 E S....b and 93,94 E Sa+- are too restrictive. Each
of the expressions for the solutions thus obtained is valid under milder conditions on
91, 92, 93 and 94, but we have avoided this kind of technicalities in order to get a
transparant presentation.

In chronological order we sum up some results of literature on the types of integral
equations 7.1.1-4. In fact many papers have been published on this subject and results
up to 1977 have been collected by Srivastava and Buschman, [SB].

In 1960, Ta Li, [Li], proved that the integral equation
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admits the solution

1

f(x) = -~ J(t2- x2t1 Tn- 1 (~) t1
-
n ~ {tn g(t)} dt .

II:

Since C~ =I! Tn, n = 0,1,2, ... the integral equation can be written as

9 =Ii M_1 WCn,of, 9 E 8-+1 .

By Theorem 6.10

and so

which is Ta Li's result because g~-1 = I! Tn - 1·
From Theorem 6.7 and Theorem 6.12 we obtain the following alternative forms of the
solution

f(x) If ({W_. WQ.,.M_.}M.g) (xl

1

- -~.!!... {f (t2
- x2t t Tn (:.) g(t) dt}

1r dx t
II:

and

f(x) - {€ ({M_1 WQnta W_1 }M1 g) (x)

1

2 J 2 2 1 (X) d }
- -1rX (t -X t2" Tn t dt{tg(t) dt

z

In 1962 Buschman, [Bu1], showed that the integral equation
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1

g(x) =I Pn(~) j(t)dt, O<x<l,
II:

admits the solution

f(x) = j p.-,m1'-· G~)' {1"g(lndl.
II:

1

Since CJ = Pm n = 0,1,2, ... the integral equation can be written as

9 = M_1 WCn ! j, 9 E 5.....1 ,
'2

and so by Theorem 6.10

j

which is precisely Buschman's solution.
Applying Theorem 6.7 and 6.12, the following alternative expressions for the solution
can be derived

j(x) = ({W-2WQn!J\,L2}Mlg) (x)
'2

(d)' 1- dt {I Pn (7) g(t) dt}
II:

and

j(x) ({M_2WQn! W_2} M1 g) (x)
'2

1 (d)'- x-2 I Pn (7) t dt {tg(t)}dt
II:

In 1962, Buschman, [Bu2], extended his own result as well as Ta Li's result by solving
the integral equation with Pn replaced by a Gegenbauer polynomial of integer or half
integer order. For integer k and n with 0 ::; k ::; n he showed that the integral equation

) 2H!C-l) f(lk) r(n +1) 11 (t2 _ X2)H!C-l) Cntk (-xt)
g(x = v;r f(n +k) j(t) dt, 0 < x < 1 ,

o
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admits the solution

. !1c !1c 2!<1c-l) r(!·k) r(j + 1) !1c
Smce Cj = (ij = Vi r2(j + k) Cj, j = 0,1,2, ... instead of the integral

equation we can write

and instead of the solution

and this is precisely what follows from Theorem 6.10 taking v = n, ..\ = ~k'..\2 = k+1,
..\1 = -~k - 1.
From Theorem 6.7 and 6.12 the following alternative expressions can be derived

and

In 1963, Higgins, [Hi], solved the integral equation for Gegenbauer polynomials of
arbitrary order greater than -~, thus generalizing Buschman's result. He proved that
the integral equation

1

g(x) = ~ n r(..\) / (t2
- x2 )>.-! C; (~) f(t) dt

z

where..\ > -~ and n = 1,2, ... admits the solution

f(x) = 2~+>' r(JL) r(n) r(m + 1)
7r r(2..\ +n) r(2JL +m)
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1! (t2- X2)>'-~ C~ (~) t2-nW:I£_>._1 {tng(t)}dt
z

where J.t = Hn - m - 1), 0 ~ m < n, m = 0,1,2, ...
Now the integral equation can be written as

= J:: 2-(>.+i) f(n +2A) M we f
9 y7r f(n) -1 n,>"

Applying Theorem 6.10 with v = n, A2 = J.t +A+1, and A1 = -J.t - 1, we get

which yields Higgins' expression because

Other expressions for f(x) can be obtained from Theorem 6.7 and 6.12,

2>'+i f(n)
f(x) = Vi f(n+2A) ({Wp- 2>.-1 Wgn+p,>.-pMp- 2>.-1} M1g) (x)

2>'+i f(n) W {J1 ( 2 2)>.-p_l g).-P (X) tp-2>'+l g(t) dt}- Vi f( n +2A) p-2>.-1 z t - X 2 n+p t

which is valid for all (J with A - p > -~, and further we mention

Also in 1963 Buschman, [Bu3], considered integral equations involving Legendre func
tions. He showed that the integral equation

1

g(x) = ! (t2- x2)H>.-1) p;->. (;) f(t) dt
z

admits the solution

1

f(x) = (-It ! (t2 - x 2)Hn->.-1) lP;-n+>. (~) tn-II (~ :t) n {til g(t)} dt
z
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where n > ,\ > 0, n integer and v E IR arbitrary.
From the relations between Legendre functions and Gegenbauer functions as stated in
the beginning of Section 3 we have

p1->. (!) = X 1->'(t2 _ x2)H>.-1) C>.-t (!) t > x ,
v X v->'+1 X '

and

IP.1- n+>. (=:.) = t1 - n+>'(t2 _ x2)~(n->'-1) I"'!n->.-~ (=:.) t > x .
v-n t ~>.+v+1-2n t '

So in terms of Gegenbauer transformations the integral equation can be written as

and the solution can be written as

This is in correspondence with the results stated in Theorem 6.10 taking >'2 = n > >.
and >'1 = >. - n - ~ such that

As a consequence of Theorems 6.6 and 6.12 we obtain the alternative expressions

1

f(x) = W_2>. {J (t2 - x2)H>.-1) lP:->' (~) g(t) dt}
:r:

and

1

f(x) = x-2>. J(t2 _X
2)!<>.-1) lP:->' (~) t>'W_2>.{t>'g(t)}dt.

:r:

With techniques based on fractional integration and differentiation, in 1964 Erdelyi
proved that the integral equation

:r:

g(x) =J(x2 - e)f>' p;>' (~) f(t)dt
Cl

admits the solution
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provided that ,\ > -1 and m, n E IN with m + n - ,\ > O. Due to the mentioned
relations between P and C and lP and g the integral equation can be written as

and Erdely's solution as

In virtue of Theorem 6.8

and so by Theorem 6.10 the operator between braces equals (IC V _ A A+!t1.
I 2

As a consequence of Theorem 6.6 and 6.12 we obtain the alternative expressions

z

_ x-A- 1 ! (x2 - t2)~A IPv-
A(~) tA+l L 2A - 2 {g(t)} dt

II

and

f(x)

z

_ XA+l L 2A- 2 {! (x2 - t 2)!A IP;A (~) r A- 1 g(t) dt}
II

In 1967, Sneddon, [Sn], presented a method based on Mellin transformation techniques
with which he derived the above mentioned results of Ta Li, Buschman Higgins and
Erdelyi. However, Sneddon's method is not very transparent since considerable knowl
edge of Mellin transforms is required.

In 1979 Deans, [De 1-2], proved that the equation
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g(x) = (47r)ll-1 r(nr~:~~~12) 1) i (I' - x')W-3
) d l

-'mIf(l)dl
z

admits the solution

where n = 1,2, ... and 1= 2,3, ....
In our terminology the equation can be written as

and the solution as

This is in full correspondence with Theorem 6.12, from which it follows that

From Theorem 6.6 we derive

We note that the Gegenbauer transformations WQn,!q-l' n = 0,1,2, ... , q = 2,3, ...
arise in the study of the Radon transformation 'Rq o~ IRq. Indeed, if a function t/J on
IRq is given by

t/J(rw) = r n f(r) Yn(w)

where r ~ 0 and w E Sq-l (the unit sphere in IRq) and where rn Yn(w) is a homogeneous
harmonic polynomial of degree n, then
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for certain constants cq,n'
A proof of this result can be found in [Lu] and [Na].
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